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About the National Trust

….for the purposes of promoting the permanent preservation for 
the benefit of the nation of lands and tenements (including 

buildings) of beauty or historic interest…
and as regards lands for the preservation (so far as practicable) of 

their natural aspect, features and animal and plant life.

National Trust Act 1907
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National Trust is Europe’s largest conservation charityFounded at the end of the 19th Century by a group of Victorians who wanted to protect beautiful places for everyone to enjoyWe have 5.5 million members, and this the primary source of funds to support our conservation work – we spent £130m on conservation last yearWe are the largest land owner across England, Wales and Northern Ireland with about 1.5% of the land area.  Much of this land is managed by our 1500 agricultural tenantsThe scale of our inventories is vast – we’re extremely diverse in caring from the natural and heritage environmentsWe cover a huge number of internationally significant places that are pawed over by experts, but we also cover assets that are locally cherished



Public Access
• Broad public access to our 

places are provided through a 
network of approximately 
20,000 km of paths

• Walking is the most popular 
activity at NT places with more 
than 300 million visits every 
year

What’s the problems we’re 
trying to solve?

• Quantity

• Quality 

• Connectivity



Open Paths

NT
Trails

NT Primary 
Paths

NT Path Inventory

Central asset 
register of all 
paths on NT 
managed land

Map of the main visitor 
paths at a property.

Curated map of all visitor 
trails on NT landscapes 
(walk, run, cycle etc.)

Asset 
Management

Property Teams 
Rangers

Volunteers
Visitor Experience

GIS Champions

Digital Tool 
(for properties & 

visitors)

External 
Community
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Path InventoryNo central map of path networks on NT manged land.Paths provide access to places in our care – improving health, well-being and strengthening engagement with natureNo management oversight of scale, distribution and condition of path networks.Unable to demonstrate or promote scale, report on path network condition or plan for investmentPath inventory forms basis of key NT intiatives – having an inventory feeds into identifying paths which are key for access to properties (primary paths). Paths are needed to curate trails.Feeds into asset management (looking after what we’ve got) and future trail curation apps).ProposalKey: Path dataEstimates of ~20K KM of PRoW and permissive paths on NT managed landTraditional survey methods impracticalPropose to utilise our property networks of rangers, volunteers, VE staff to verify routes on the ground and build the path inventoryBy definition – have the best knowledge of where the routes are and who can access them (legally or permissive or pay for entry).External volunteers or OSM Build and inventory using local knowledge to verify routes



NT Paths: Project Components

National 
Trust Paths

Standard
Establish standard tagging 

scheme for recording paths.

Open Data
Master data in 

OpenStreetMap.

Crowd
Effectively Utilise a Crowd. 

Rule-Based 
App

Online / offlineMonitor
Check changes against 

reality and standard

Publish
Easily Available

Trails
Curated

All Paths
Statutory
Permissive



Phase 1 – Establish a Path Inventory; 
Underway

Capture all National Trust Paths into OpenStreetMap.
- Capture geometry
- Consistently tag access entitlement

Monitor
- Proactively monitor change
- Code to be made open

Agree a Path Tagging Standard
- GB appropriate – International reach 
- Work with OSMUK

http://azpre-gisap01.nt.ad.local/Geocortex/Viewers/Html5Viewer_211/index.html?viewer=pathsOSM


Proposal Phase 2

Extending Attributes.
- Current Condition / Status
- Crowd Source?

Wider Adoption.
- Other large landowners
- Interest groups

From Paths to Trails
- Curated Trails: Access, Grading, POI, Facilities
- Link to ODI OpenActive



• Get all National Trust trails in OpenActive
format.
– Innovative ways of presenting digital Trail data.

Proposal Phase 3



Physical Property:
• Description of the way (e.g. footpath, track, service road etc.)

Designation:
• Public Right of Way: way which the public have a legal right to pass.
• Permissive Access: not a right of way, landowner has granted 

permission for the route to be used by the public.

Access:
• Foot, horse, bicycle, vehicle (non-motorised) & motor vehicle.

– Legal, Permissive, Pay-for-entry only (customer), Private, No Access

Optional descriptive tags:
• Surface, tracktype, name, wheelchair, bridge, ford etc.

Full schema: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Organised_Editing/Activities/National_Trust_Paths

Tagging Schema
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Tagging approach:Tag the physical property (e.g. footpath, service road etc.)Tag relevant designation (right of way, permissive access).Tag access (e.g. legal access for foot on public footpaths only; permissive access; access on pay-for-entry estates; private access only or no access)Tag any further descriptions to help end users (e.g. surface, tracktype, path name etc.)

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Organised_Editing/Activities/National_Trust_Paths


Case Studies
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Over this summer, we have worked with 16 properties to test our methods and identify issues before moving to capture all paths on NT managed land.The following examples show some of the challenges we’ve faced, particularly in terms of where the definitive information provided by local authorities doesn’t match the reality of where paths are or appropriate access tags.



Route verified on 
the ground

Definitive line 
incorrect*
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Example where route on the ground does not match the local authority’s definitive line.Route to north (animation 1) verified route on the groundLocal property team (animation 2) suspect the definitive line is incorrect and should match route on the ground.Reason 1: Long-standing bridge – no evidence of water crossing on definitive lineReason 2: Local survey – signposted to ‘public bridleway’ signpost to North of BridgeImplication: realignment of bridleway onto NT managed land – duty of care for overhanging vegetationDigital route: not the legal representation – visited local authority office (could be judged to realign to route on ground but more investigation needed).Implication for OSM: if aligned, tag as public bridleway. If not aligned – how would be tag this scenario (mismatch between local signage and definitive authority information).



Access Land 
Right to roam

‘Track’ suitable for 
bridleway traffic

Public bridleway on 
sensitive habitat
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Example of open access land on one of our properties (animation 1 – public have legal ‘right to roam’, means they can legally walk anywhere in the yellow highlighted area.This instance also has legal access for horse riders and cyclists on the public bridleway only. However (animation 2), concern raised by local ranger team is the public bridleway crosses sensitive habitats which could be damaged from erosion from horse/cyclist traffic.‘Track’ exists to South-West (animation 3) – more frequently used than the definitive route and more suitable for horse riders/cyclists (more robust).Implications for OSM:Ideal scenario: Tag so routers would send users on the more suitable track – however users have the legal right to use the definitive route further north so we don’t want to state the bridleway can’t be used. Essentially ‘you can cycle on both, but we’d recommend this route’.Challenge for us in terms of tagging – welcome any thoughts from community.



OS 1:50K – ‘Minor Road’
Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right (2019)
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Minor Road/Track example pt. 1Not on NT managed land – known track near to us.Animation 1: Ordnance survey’s (national mapping agency for UK) 1:50,000 scale map (which shows roads, tracks and paths) shows this track as a minor road.Means users have the legal right to drive down the track (animation 2). Tags in OSM are consistent with this (designated use for motor vehicles).
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Minor Road/Track example pt. 2Reality is consistent with the ‘highway’ tag in OSM – route is essentially a farm track (perhaps only suitable for agricultural vehicles or 4x4 users).Implication for routing – Open Source Routing Machine in Browser does route cars down this track.Conflict between tagging reality and tagging against the definitive informationCan envisage similar scenarios on NT land.



Implications and Challenges

Crowd Editing
Utilising a crowd 

(NT/OSM) to edit paths.

Routing
Impact of tagging on 
routing algorithms.

Licensing
Can other organisations 

make use of the data?

Monitoring
Ensuring consistency 
against a standard.
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Crowd EditingIn-field app – Editing app for rangers/volunteer teams/OSM community to useRoutingWill our tagging schema impact routing algorithms (do routes make use of physical, designation or access permissions?)LicensingCan others (e.g. OS, Google etc.) make use of the data? Unable to due to licencing terms.Consistency & MonitoringHave schema and monitoring process – enforcing an agreed standard of paths on NT Land.



Huw.Davies1@nationaltrust.org.uk

Ian.Dawes@nationaltrust.org.uk

Andrew.Woods@nationaltrust.org.uk 

wiki page: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Organised_Editing/Activities/National_Trust_Paths

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Organised_Editing/Activities/National_Trust_Paths
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